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Th'ink you for your letter of 27 July passing on to me the oam,
merits of Professor Norman, and particularly his concern about the
control of German science aftera peace treaty with Germany is con-
cluded. Tour letter arrived here in the office on 17 August, a
rather slaw trip across the Atlantic.

There was an opportunity to discuss the subject, not only with
Allen Dulles, but also with Park Armstrong in the Department of
State. Park seemed to feel that the termination of the present
official regime was not as imminent as it had seemed several months
ago.

Consideration by the Department of State of this knotty pro-
blem is rather timely. As you know vary serious consideration is
being given here and at HICOG of the sort of intelligence set up
which should exist, not only in the near future, but Also after the
termination of war has formally been decreed. Dr. Koppfli„ Science
Advisor, Department of State, in change of scientific attachesseilso
at in on the conversation with Park Armstrong, and promised to not

forget the problem in the planning of the various divisions of
State. He has recently sent to Germany Dr. Detlev Brox*, President
of Johns Hopkins., to make a personal survey of science there, and
to make recommendations. Koepfli will doubtless cover'Norman's
point with Bronk in the very near future.

Of course we in intelligence are largely on the sidelines in
considering this problem, even though we are intensely interested
in any decision that may come up.

There seems to be rather general feeling among the people
with whom I have talked that the NATO mechanism is not the proper
one to use,

lhen.you see Norman the next time please give him my personal
regards and'a word of appreciation.

Cordially yours,

J
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American Embassy
1 Grosvenor Square
London, W.1, England

27 July 1951	 "-

My dear

Yesterday I had luncheon with Professor Norman and
he asked me to raise with you a point which he believed
he had already brought to your attention. He is worried
about the control of German science after a peace treaty
with Germany is concluded. He pointed out that there is
a provision in the Constitution of the German Federal Re-
public which states that there should be in Germany com-
plete freedom of research, notably scientific research.
He went on to say that in the present state of the world
it is quite obvious that scientific research must be open
to some measure of control, if only to prevent dangerous
information reaching the enemy. He foresees however that
if any steps are taken in the peace treaty to nullify
the German Constitution's provision for freedom of scien-
tific research a terrific row will be generated among the
British and American scientists who are already restive
under existing national controls. He feels that this
problem must be attacked and solved preferably on an Anglo-
Ameri cage_r_taj,A3.,yjaz.L9 _which is
agreeable between the English and Americans. He says that
it is not too early to think about this now and he suggests
that you sugl:_zolaslat_and_your influence to its
solution. His awn idea is to have the matter handled by
NATO which could pass some regulatory ordinance bearing on
all of the NATO countries, one of w ich would certainly be
Germany. I told him that I agreed with him as to the need
for facing this problem as soon as possible but that I was
extremely doubtful as to how far it would be practical to
get anything done through NATO.
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that Norman Will take this matter up with
n--E-55-1—npar—run-10517-07—ro-u may get echoes from

I am sure
Nordstrom a
them.

Your name
friends'go out
predated your
return. These
them.

is still green around here and your British .
of their way to tell me how much they ap-
visit and how they hope for your prompt
of course are sentiments which I share with

Yours sincerely,

T. T17ats

CI
2430 E Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.


